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CLASSIC
BOARDS
TIMELESS ELEGANCE

Designed and crafted using the highest-quality materials,
with Egan Classic Boards specify your choice of infill in
Aluminum Frame or Hardwood Frame. Whether standard,
configured or custom, classic boards may be specified with
the surface of your choosing. Choose either EVS surface,
EganBoard porcelain, or tackable fabric. EVS and Porcelain
boards are magnet-compatible and never warp. EVS has a
projection compatible surface and is guaranteed-to-clean.
With plenty configuration, our products will fit seamlessly
into any space, not only enhancing your environment, but
also the way you work and how to communicate your ideas.
Dream it, draw it, or display it - with Egan, find the solution
to complete thinking.
Key Features:
Solid hardwood frame or clear anodized aluminum frame
	
Infilled with either EVS, EganBoard Porcelain, or
Tackable substrate (Fabric, EcoTack, cork).
	
Guaranteed-to-clean with EVS
	
Projection compatible with EVS
	
Magnet-compatible
	
Cleat Mounted
	
Linked configuration
	
EganINK (not dry erase compatible)
	
Custom Size
	
Customer’s Own Material

Aluminum Frame Markerboard | EVS Infill | Clear Anodized Frame | 72”w x 48”h

Hardwood Frame Markerboard | EVS Infill | Walnut Finish | 72”w x 48”h

CLASSIC BOARDS

ALUMINUM
FRAME BOARD
These boards feature clear, anodized aluminum
frames with square mitered corners, and is
available with an exquisite custom-fit Full
Length Aluminum Marker Tray. The Tray’s
clean edges and contemporary design blends
perfectly with the Clear Anodized frame.

Aluminum Frame Markerboard with Full Length Integrated Tray |
EVS Infill | 48”w x 72”h

CLASSIC BOARDS

LINKED ALUMINUM
FRAME BOARD
Link any combination of markerboards and tackboards
to create a superior quality communication wall
24”-96” high. The clean, robust frame isn’t just for looks
– it features a strong, integrated mounting system that
makes level installation a breeze, keeps the board
stable while in use, and can be reoriented in the field
between portrait and landscape.

Linked Aluminum Frame | EVS & Tackable Fabric: Maharam, Manner

CLASSIC BOARDS

HARDWOOD FRAME
MARKERBOARD
Hardwood Frame boards feature EVS, tackable
fabric or porcelain encased in a solid hardwood
frame with a 1/2” bullnose edge. Satin lacquer in an
open-grain finish gives this robust board excellent
appeal. Choose from eight wood veneer options or
a custom stain to complement your traditional or
postmodern space.

Hardwood Frame Markerboard | EVS Infill | Dark Oak Finish | 60”w x 48”h

CLASSIC BOARDS

HARDWOOD FRAME
MARKERBOARD
Link any combination of markerboards and tackboards to
create a superior quality communication wall 24”-96” high.
Encased in the one-inch hardwood frames and ½” bullnose
corner detail, mix and match between high-performance
EVS, EganBoard porcelain, natural cork or from a library of
tackable fabrics.

Linked Hardwood Frame | Light Oak Finish |
EVS & Tackable Fabric: Maharam, Manner Peel
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HARDWOOD
INFILL OPTIONS

EVS

Porcelain

Cork

Fabric

EVS

Porcelain

Cork

Fabric

ALUMINUM
INFILL OPTIONS

HARDWOOD
SIZE OPTIONS

48 x 48

60 x 48

72 x 48

60 x 48

72 x 48

96 x 48

48 x 36

ALUMINUM
SIZE OPTIONS

mounting

48 x 48

24 x 36

48 x 36

96 x 48

120 x 48

We facilitate creativity, promote the sharing and capturing of
ideas while seamlessly and beautifully complementing the existing
workspace. We inspire the minds today, that will inspire the future.
We are the blank canvas that gives life to the beginning of an idea.
We offer a wide range of well-designed, productivity enhanceing
products that can be configured and sourced as either
self-standing or integrated for a systematic solution that enhance
and complement the people, the assets within the work space and
provide a blank canvas for ideas to spark.

